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In this day and age, there are 

many different experiences 

that bring us the 

perspectives that we have in 

life. But what if we never 

had to experience these 

things, instead only the true 

way that was intended for 

us to practice. That’s what 

this month’s magazine is 

about, Life As We Should 

Know It. Going over different 

aspects of life that we 

encounter daily but from the 

point of view it was meant 

to be viewed from. 
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H E R B S  
O V E R
V A C C I N E S
Al low us  to  re introduce HOV.  That ’s  Herbs Over  

Vacc ines .  Why we would  l ike  to  re introduce th is  in  these

t imes because vacc ines  are  the top ic  of  convo when i t  

comes to  th is  coronav irus .  Vacc ines  seem to be the 

number one go to  but  is  that  how we shou ld  know i t?  

HOV
A Higher Frequency... Tine In
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W O U L D

T H E W A V 6 1 3 . C O M

WHO

YOU

RATHER?



The world today shows us that death is certain, this is easily seen day to
day if you turn to any media outlet. People are passing away at record
numbers because of their agreement with those leading the masses

away from The Life Source. From the time we began to develop in the
womb we’re being bombarded with one of Babylon’s major pillars

which is it’s pharmaceutical system. Even now, during the pandemic
Babel’s greatest minds are working tirelessly to create a vaccine to cure

the sickness that has spread throughout the earth. But YAHUAH has
already given us a sure preventative and recovery method for times

such has these. Who’d you rather a depend on: A system that has
shown us it’s focus is to make a transaction instead of healing OR The

unchanging hand of The Almighty who selected His own physicians to
do the job righteously? We can’t have both because one shows it’s

greed for money in exchange for life which is highly evil. So by
following the elect of this time you’d be taught to hate what YHUH

created out of the earth for real medicine. We should rather have great
health instead of a bank account full of mammon but The love of
money has blinded the eyes of many, the truth can’t be sold but

repenting soul is open for healing.





ARTWORK: @DRAWNBYTHEKINGDOM

It’s common to hear someone say
 “_______ gives me life” whether it be a song or your favorite dessert, in that moment 
those small things are making being alive feel worth it. But what if you didn’t have 

anything to eat or couldn’t hear your favorite song, what would motivate you to keep 
enduring day to day? 

 
Yahusha said he came that we might have Life more abundantly lacking nothing an 

able to lend to those in need, this is completely opposite of the lives we currently live. 
Right now we’re in position of borrowing from those at the top who taught us to follow 

ways that keep us in poverty battling each other at the bottom. 
 

Everything that’s promoted heavily in the world is contrary to what brings peace and 
longevity just take a look at our relationships then how we conduct ourselves in society. 

We’re taught to live it up while losing our life in the process that’s a contradiction and 
pointless. When you aim at nothing that’s usually what you’ll hit so it would help us the 

most to start setting our sight on ways that are above us to restore order and make it 
out the hole. 
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STORY TIME

LIFE AS IT IS



(Friday morning) 7:00 a.m. *Alarm rings* Already 
awake Charles reaches for his phone to silence the 

alarm and rise to begins his morning routine. With no 
solid plan for the day he decides to kick it at home 

until plans come about. *Beep*  Charles throws on his 
headsets and proceeds to join a party chat of 8 some 
playing 2k some playing war zone. Charles decides to 
hop on 2k. Having a great time online with the whole 
team in the chat a hour and a half passes in a instant. 



Todd: ( friends of Charles)  “Aye y’all 
boys know it’s up tonight 
downtown on the ave”. 

CJ: ( friends of Charles) “ Oh Yeah? 
What folks on tonight family?“ 

Todd: “I got phone call saying the 
ave going to be lit tonight. I’m 

telling y’all we got to go.”

Charles: “Yessssirrrrrr You already 
know how I’m coming. Dripped 

out. Iced out real VVs, I don’t even 
have to say anything about the 
kicks we all know I got the best 

shoe game.”
 

Charles does this to incite brotherly 
camaraderie.



Todd: *Laughing “Stop 
the madness you already 

know what’s going on 
over here my boy”

 
CJ: “Charlie come on bro 
how many times we got 

to go through this” 
*laughing*?

 
*Enters the entire chat 
*. . .a small shoe debate 

evolves  into roast 
session until eventually 
everyone decides to link 

up to play basketball 
until tonight’s festivities. 
Night falls and Charles 
gets ready and goes to 

meet the guys. 
He arrives at Todd house. 

Todd is outside with
CJ and the rest of the 

gang. 



Todd: “ There go Charles right there pulling up y’all ready 
to slide? “

*As they drive down the road Music blasting everyone is 
on Snapchat flexing their guns* A car pulls on the side. 

Expecting the Race Todd and CJ hypes Charles.

CJ : “Bro look like he want the smoke.”

Todd: “You go let the man try you like that Charlie? You 
got to dust him.”

*Stomps gas pedal* the cars races off a mile down the 
highway. 

CJ: “Come on Charlie what you doing he still right next to 
us!”

Todd: “Bro you got you this still a whole Half a mile”
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The Car begins to edge ahead of Charles. CJ and Todd 
begins to laugh and joking at Charles at his coming loss. 

 
CJ: “Nah, *Laughing* the car is pulling off on us  we 

about to take this L”
 

Todd: “Yea my boy you about to catch the L Laughing”
 

Charles turns off the air and gains more speed to speed 
pass the car and makes CJ and Todd eat their words. 

 
Charles : “Yesssssirrrrrrr, tell Em’ to stop playing with 

me”
 

Todd: “Ok, Ok you got right with him. I thought it was a L 
for a second.”

 
CJ: “No Cap I thought the same thing bro *still 

Laughing*”
 

Charles: “Y’all boys already know ain’t nobody car 
touching mine in the city.”
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The guys arrive to a gas station down the street 
from the destination. Meeting up with some more 

friends. 
 

Charles: “Oh yeahhh! Y’all already know what’s 
going on. Man y’all come on man y’all know the 

spot get thick fast.”
 

Todd: “That’s a fact no cap *laughing*”



Charles grabs Todd’s arm and pulls 
him out of the rumbling. And 
everyone begins to run to the cars. 
Charles notices a car similar to the 
one he raced on the highway earlier 
that night parked next his own. The 
group makes it to their cars and 
Charles makes eye contact with a 
brother running toward the car. It 
was one of the rivaling members of 
the brawl. Todd recognizing the 
brother he reaches in car for the 
gun. The brother freezes in place 
and time seems as if it starts going 
in slow motion the atmosphere 
goes silent *Heavy heart beats rings 
in the ears* Bump,bump* 
*Bump,Bump*. Just as Todd begins 
to pull up the gun Charles pushes 
down Todd arm, forces him in the 
car, and speeds off. Completely 
unaware of the car next to his own 
belonging to the man Todd almost 
Shot. The man jumps in his car a 
speed off also. 



Charles: “Todd ! What are you doing bro? 12 already chasing us. It’s not even 
that serious”

 
Todd: “What you mean bro he was an Op. and he was running right toward 

our car. Was I supposed to let him just run up on us?”
 

*1 a.m.*  
 

Charles and company pulls to a near by Waffle House to grab some food 
after a wild and sudden chain of events. Todd bragging have the guy 

shook being a gun point. CJ laughing along with Todd. Charles remained 
silent and continued to place his order. 

 
Todd: “Yeah I had that boy shook. You seen his face?” 

 
CJ: “Yeah I’m not going to lie, he did freeze up

 
*phone rings* 



Charles looks over and notice and a guy sitting by the 
window. He picks up the phone and Charles continues his 
order. As Todd and CJ continue their conversation. (On the 
other end of that phone call. The guy that Todd held at gun 

point is explaining the story to his cousin) The guy over 
hears Todd and CJ’s conversation. Linking the stories 

together, he gets off the phone and sends his location to his 
cousin and walks outside. 30mins goes by everyone is 

finished eating. They pay for the tabs and head to the car. 
Charles runs to the restroom. *Gun Shots* 



*News broadcast appears on the tv screen* 

News Anchor (male): “Good morning, Following
the shooting that took place a week ago, That

leaves one young man dead and another in
critical condition.” 20 year Todd Young was the

victim of last week’s deadly shooting and 19
year old Christopher Green Jr. lies in ICU in

critical condition sources say. Three suspects
were arrested and charged with 1st degree

murder and will serve life in prison



All could have been avoided if they had chose 
to stay inside and reverence YAHUAH’s 

Shabbat. It is dangerous in this world without 
any divine protection. Death is only but a step 

away. There is only life and peace with 
YAHUAH. Worry free from all danger or things 

that could be hazardous to our lives. 
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Gatherings - 
 

an assembly or meeting, especially a 
social or festive one or one held for a 

specific purpose.

Family - 
 

a group consisting of parents and
children living together in a household.

 all the descendants of a common 
ancestor.



When it comes to family gatherings most only have time to 
look forward to the days the world says they are able to 

celebrate and gather with each other. But what if there were 
days presented to us to make sure we can always gather with 

family? 
 

Only at the moment do we think as borrowers who look to 
receive a day off rather than the owners who can give a day 

off. We are able to be the ones to give a day off but that’s just 
one of the many perks that comes when we set YAHUAH in 

charge over us. 
 

For example, a man who would put YAHUAH in charge of His 
Life, will keep those things that his Master commanded of 

Him. So that alone brings 7 separate occasions to gather with 
family and celebrating in YAHUAH. But wait there’s more! Not 

only these 7 days but we also can gather each week with 
each other keeping YAHUAH’s Shabbat, the 7th day Set Apart 

to YAHUAH. All of these Shabbats/Feast Days won’t just be 
celebrated by the man himself but he will his wife, children 
and all things that belong to him to rejoice before YAHUAH. 



PRISONERS

LEARNING AT HOME OR AT SCHOOL?

An issue that has been brought up with the concern of our children is the school to 
prison pipeline. It is said that this is caused due to out of school suspensions and 
zero tolerance policies. The out of school suspension removes students from the 

school environment and increased the opportunity to lead the children to the 
incarceration system. Zero tolerance policies also affects students greatly because it 
leads to the mistreatment of a student who may be going through certain things at 

home. Is this truly how school was intended? 



YAHUAH commanded a man to instruct his family and also to 
train his children in the way that they should go. This would 

be difficult to do when sending a child to school because 
they won’t be trained in the way the parent truly intends but 

will be guided by whatever school curriculum is presented 
that year. 

 
Proverbs 19:18 (KJV) Chasten thy son while there is hope, and 

let not thy soul spare for his crying.
 

As the scripture instructs above that a man shall chasten his 
son while there is hope and not to let your soul spare for his 
crying. It would be best for the parents to teach their own 

children because hirelings at a school more than likely won’t 
care about the soul of your child to nurture it in a educational 

setting. Having righteous discipline early on in life teaches 
them how to apply self control to avoid any troubles with the 

world on the outside. 
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